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London Schools Geography Alliance!!
Workshop 3: Glaciers & Glaciation!
20th May, 2014 
School of Geography, Queen Mary University of London !
Outline of the Workshop:!!
1: Why do glaciers matter? 

• On a local level (London) 
• On a national level 
• Globally !

2: Understanding glacial processes and dynamics 
• How to grow a glacier 
• How to make it work 
• From processes to landscapes !

3: Reconstructing former glaciers 
• Glacier landsystems 
• Glacier reconstruction !

4: Conclusion/Discussion: Taking this back to the classroom !
Some Recommended Resources:!

Books 
Balog, J. (2012) Ice: Portraits of Vanishing Glaciers. Rizzoli Press/Extreme Ice Survey, £30. Buy it. Be 
inspired. !
Jouzel, J., Lorius, C., Raynaud, D. (2013) The White Planet: The evolution and future of our frozen 
world. Princeton Press, £20. A superb, accessible book on glaciers and climate change. !
Post, A., La Chapelle, E.R. (2000) Glacier Ice. Washington Press, IGS, £20. Austin Post and Edward 
La Chappelle photographed changing glaciers for their whole careers. This book shows all the glory of 
glaciers and their associated landforms. Beautiful book. 

Blogs and Personal Websites 
From a Glaciers Perspective:  
http://glacierchange.wordpress.com 
This is a long-running and continuously-updated blog co-ordinated by Prof Mauri Pelto at Nichols 
College, providing imagery, data and context of the changing extent and dynamics of mountain 
glaciers. This is a great resource for examining how mountain glaciers have thinned and retreated in 
recent decades. !
Antarctic Glaciers:  
http://www.antarcticglaciers.org 
Dr Bethan Davies is an early-career glaciologist who has developed this resource since completing 
her PhD. Although the focus is primarily on Antarctica, there are a whole range of different resources 
on this page to illustrate what it is like to undertake research in glacierised regions. Much of this 
material is easily adapted to non-Antarctic contexts. A very useful, and scientifically robust website 
that is highly recommended, and includes some lesson plans and ideas. 
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Photographic Resources 
Glaciers Online:  
http://www.swisseduc.ch/glaciers/ 
This is a website hosting a wide range of superb images collected by Jurg Alean and Prof Mike 
Hambrey. There are a comprehensive range of photos in the Photo Glossary to illustrate glacier types, 
glacier processes and dynamics and resulting geomorphology, as well as database of images of 
glaciers and glacial phenomena from around the world. !
Extreme Ice Survey:  
http://extremeicesurvey.org 
This website is part of James Balog’s project to photograph the changing nature of glaciers as a 
consequence of climate change. The film of this project ‘Chasing Ice’ is astounding, and highly 
recommended to illustrate just how dramatic the changes are (although it does go on about James’ 
dodgy knees too much!) 

Databases and Free Data Downloads 
World Glacier Monitoring Service (WGMS):  
http://www.wgms.ch 
This is the ‘official’ UN monitoring programme of the changes observed on glaciers world-wide. The 
online database can be freely searched through a map-based meta-browser, giving access to 
observed glacier monitoring from 30 countries worldwide. An excellent source of data, although some 
of the information is way beyond school level. However, most of the datasets contain time-series 
information about glacier length, or the altitude of the glacier equilibrium line, which can easily be 
plotted to explore issues of how glaciers respond to climate change. !
National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC):  
http://nsidc.org 
Another international data centre, based in Boulder, Colorado, which offers a massive array of data 
that can be freely downloaded. In particular, the NSIDC has excellent archives of the Greenland Ice 
Cores, allowing analysis of data reflecting over 100,000 years of climate history. Other highlights are 
the datasets for Arctic sea ice extent since 1979, and the MODIS satellite imagery database. !
Lesson Ideas and Google Earth Exercises 
Investigating Glacial Landforms with Google Earth: 
http://earthonlinemedia.com/ipg/activities/Glacial%20Landforms%20with%20GE/Investigating
%20Glacial%20Landforms%20with%20Google%20Earth.html 
This website, written by geomorphologist Michael Ritter allows a download of high resolution data for 
Mt Rainier (Washington State) and the area around Harvard (Massachusetts), allowing some 
examination of glacial landforms from present-day mountain glaciation and former continental 
glaciation. There is a downloadable word document with a series of questions, although these do not 
have any answers supplied! There is a very useful free eBook (The Physical Environment) with a 
glossary of features and terms, that might also be useful. !
Google Earth Tours of Glacier Change 
http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/climatechange/activities/21214.html 
Another website led by Mauri Pelto (see From a Glaciers Perspective, above). This resource is 
intended for 1st year undergraduates, but the majority of content would be accessible to A level 
students in the UK. In particular, the guided tour of the Juneau Icefield is very good. There are a host 
of teaching materials and learning outcomes on this web-page, as well as web-page links to 
resources that support the exercise. !
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Anglesey iMap 
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/ebooks/angleseyImap/english.html 
This web-resource was published by the British Geological Survey after they undertook a detailed 
examination of the Quaternary glacial geomorphology of Anglesey. This resource provides a rather 
nicely presented introduction to the solid geology of the island, as well as some excellent materials on 
the evolution of the glacial landscape, landforms and sediments. Perhaps more suited to A-Level 
students, this is a really nice attempt at an accurate, informative and engaging GIS-based virtual field-
course in glaciers and glaciation. !
Our Dynamic Earth 
http://www.dynamicearth.co.uk/learning/teacher-support/support-materials 
Our Dynamic Earth is an Earth-Science discovery centre in Edinburgh, which has received over 4 
million visitors since opening in 1999. There is a useful set of teacher resources available on a variety 
of Earth Science themes, and within the archive section there are a whole range of useful glacial 
resources that could offer useful inspiration in terms of planning a lesson on glaciation that does not 
focus on a textbook. Resources on glaciers feature quite heavily in the section on Our Dynamic 
Earth’s Processes. !
RGS-IBG: Why are our glaciers shrinking? 
http://www.rgs.org/OurWork/Schools/Teaching+resources/Key+Stage+3+resources/Glacial
+environments/Why+are+our+glaciers+shrinking.htm 
A nice set of resources published for Key Stage 3 by the RGS-IBG. You probably already know about 
these! !
NOVA: Glacier Hazards from Space 
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/glaciers-satellite.html 
A good satellite-image based examination of the hazards associated with glaciers. Based on NASA 
satellite imagery, but with some commentary from some well-known and respected glacial 
researchers, this is a good site to allow exploration of the global sweep of potential glacier hazards. !!!
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!
Glacier Landsystems!!
In these three exercises, you will analyse and interpret remotely sensed images from a variety 
of sources, and derive glaciological conclusions from the data. These show how 
geomorphology can be used to understand processes in glacial environments. The first is a 
landform interpretation exercise based on aerial photographs from areas of contemporary 
glaciation, whilst the second and third exercises utilise DEM and LANDSAT TM data to 
investigate a region formerly glaciated by the Wisconsin Laurentide ice sheet in Arctic 
Canada. !
Exercise 1: Reconstructing and identifying landsystems: 
You have been given aerial photographs of one of three areas: 

• Breiðamerkurjökull, south-eastern Iceland;  
• Midre Lovenbreen, Svalbard; 
• Finsterwalderbreen, Svalbard 

These areas preserve excellent landform evidence of the glacier and its activity during and 
since the Little Ice Age. Your task with this material is to simply examine and trace the 
landform evidence that you see on the map. !
Using this evidence, attempt to identify the type of landsystem these landforms relate to, and 
the inferred ice dynamics reflected by this landsystem. Use Appendix 1 as a key, and refer to 
the ‘landform gallery’ on the projector to aid your landform interpretation.  !
Exercise 2: Identifying ‘flow-sets’ of subglacial bedforms 
You have been given an image from the M’Clintock Channel, Arctic Canada, investigated by 
Clark & Stokes (2001). The image displays a large number of subglacial bedforms (mainly 
drumlins), which Clark & Stokes suggest reflect multiple stages in the evolution of the 
Laurentide Ice Sheet during the last glaciation. Your task is to try and identify the different 
flow-sets from the image, and perhaps to work out the relative ages of the different sets. !
Exercise 3: Drumlin Morphometry:  
Using the image of the M’Clintock Channel, your final task is to measure the length and 
elongation ratio (drumlin length/drumlin width) of each of the different flow-sets. It has been 
suggested that the longer the drumlin, and the greater the elongation, the faster the ice was 
flowing. In particular this can be useful in determining whether drumlins were produced under 
stable or non-stable (surging or ice-stream) conditions. Do any of the flow sets identified 
demonstrate fast-flow conditions? !
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Appendix 1: Some glacier regimes and major characteristic landsystem components;  
!
Information derived from Evans, D.J.A. (ed) 2003. Glacier Landsystems. Hodder Arnold, 
London, 532pp. It is worth taking a look at the Glaciers Online website for details on 
individual glacial landforms noted in the text or diagrams. !
Temperate/ Wet-based glacier 
• Rare debris rich basal ice layer; 
• Marginal sequences of dump/push/squeeze moraines; 
• Suites of recessional moraines; 
• Significant meltwater sediment-landform associations (eskers, kames, ice contact fans) 
• Subglacial bedforms (flutes, drumlins, streamlined hills), often with moderate elongation 

ratios; 

!
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Polythermal glacier (interior wet-based, margin cold based) 
• Thick debris rich basal ice layers; 
• Common evidence of subglacial and englacial thrusting; 
• Composite thrust block moraines; 
• Ice cored, controlled and hummocky moraines; 
• Few extensive meltwater features (lateral channels predominate); 
• Subglacial bedforms, often with low elongation ratios indicating slow ice flow. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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4.5 APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO PLEISTOCENE
MORAINE COMPLEXES

Application of the Svalbard polythermal glacier landsystem model to the interpretation of
Pleistocene landform-sediment assemblages is still in its infancy. In Great Britain, the model has
been applied only to Younger Dryas moraine complexes in Cwm Idwal, North Wales (Hambrey
et al., 1997; Graham and Midgley, 2000), and in the Valley of a Hundred Hills (Coire a’ Cheud-
chnoic), in the Northwest Highlands of Scotland (Bennett et al., 1998, but see also Wilson and
Evans, 2000). These new comparisons stress the similarities between moraine-mound complexes
formed by Svalbard glaciers and British ‘hummocky moraine’ in terms of moraine-mound
morphology, sedimentology and facies variability. Understanding of the genesis of similar
landforms in formerly glaciated areas of Scandinavia and North America may also benefit from
these comparisons.

4.6 CONCLUSIONS

The landform-sediment assemblages associated with polythermal glaciers in Svalbard differ from
those in temperate and cold-glacier systems. In particular, the deformation of glacier ice during

ICE-MARGINAL TERRESTRIAL LANDSYSTEMS: SVALBARD POLYTHERMAL GLACIERS 87

Figure 4.10 A landsystem model for a typical terrestrial Svalbard polythermal glacier. 
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!!!
Polar continental/ cold based glacier 
• No debris rich basal ice layer; 
• Englacial thrust sediments; 
• Small scale thrust-block moraines: extensive controlled and ice-cored moraines; 
• Few, if any meltwater features; 
• Few subglacial bedforms? 
• Lots of neighbouring permafrost and periglacial features. !!!!!!!!!!
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3.5 CONCLUSION

Figure 3.15 presents a summary model of the sub-polar glacier landsystem in the Canadian and
Greenland high arctic. Sub-polar glaciers of the Canadian and Greenland high arctic are
characterized by a marginal zone of cold-based or frozen ice that passes up-glacier into a zone(s) of
wet-based ice. This thermal regime means that sub-polar glaciers are characterized by both
subglacial and supraglacial/lateral meltwater systems, and by significant compressive stresses where
the zone of wet-based ice passes into the frozen bed of the terminus. These characteristics are
reflected geomorphologically and sedimentologically in the sub-polar glacier landsystem. We
emphasize that it is the presence of evidence for both wet- and frozen-based thermal conditions
that are diagnostic of the sub-polar glacier landsystem, including the abundance of lateral
meltwater channels that demarcate former glacier margins.

64 GLACIAL LANDSYSTEMS

Figure 3.15 Landsystems model for sub-polar glaciers in the Canadian and Greenland high
arctic, concentrating specifically on plateau icefields and piedmont lobes. A =
blockfield/residuum, B = thrust-block moraine, C = ice-cored lateral moraine, D = trimline
moraine, E = glacier-ice cored protalus rock glacier, F = periglacial protalus rock glacier, G =
lateral meltwater channels, H = raised, former ice-contact deltas.

Plateau

icefield
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Surging glaciers/ ice streams 
Note: Surging glaciers will also display major characteristics determined by the gross climatic 
zone the glacier is found within. !
• Common debris rich basal ice layers 
• Large belts of thrust block moraines, flanked by hummocky moraines 
• Excavational basins near ice margins 
• Extensive subglacial bedforms, often with high elongation ratio 
• Extensive sandar, often ice cored 
• ‘Concertina’ eskers 
• Looped and contorted medial moraines 
 !!!!!!!!!!
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!!!
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truncated or overprinted by the surge geomorphology to the east. The eastern half of the map is
dominated by a dense network of crevasse-squeeze ridges, which overwhelm the mega-flutings
in a down-ice direction towards the centre of Fig. 11.18, and document a surge of the Lac La
Biche lobe as it breached the large thrust-block moraines in the south. A small area of
hummocky moraine and kame and kettle topography occurs amongst the crevasse-squeeze
ridges in the southernmost part of the map. Stratigraphic sequences in the map area include
severely glacitectonized deposits in the thrust-block moraines and multiple tills with
interbedded stratified sediments at the centre of the former Lac La Biche lobe (Andriashek and
Fenton, 1989; Mougeot, 1995).

It is evident that the landform-sediment assemblages shown in Fig. 11.18 exhibit all the
characteristics (with the exception of concertina eskers) of the surging glacier landsystem
model (Fig. 11.17). The juxtaposition of these landforms and sediments at the margin of the
surging palaeo-ice stream demarcated by the Lac La Biche fluting field strongly suggests that
surging affected this margin of the Laurentide Ice Sheet during its recession from western
Canada.

11.5 CONCLUSION

The ability to identify former surging glaciers is crucial for reconstruction and interpretation of
the dynamics of former ice sheets. However, no individual landform, except probably
concertina eskers which are difficult to identify in the ancient landform record, can be

284 GLACIAL LANDSYSTEMS
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Figure 11.17 A landsystems model for surging glacier margins (after Evans et al., 1999b; Evans
and Rea, 1999): a = outer zone of proglacially thrust pre-surge sediment which may grade into
small push moraines in areas of thin sediment cover, b = zone of weakly developed chaotic
hummocky moraine located on the down-ice sides of topographic depressions, c = zone of
flutings, crevasse-squeeze ridges and concertina eskers; 1 = proglacial outwash fan, 2 = thrust-
block moraine, 3 = hummocky moraine, 4 = stagnating surge snout covered by pitted and
channelled outwash, 5 = flutings, 6 = crevasse-squeeze ridge, 7 = overridden and fluted thrust-
block moraine, 8 = concertina esker, 9 = glacier with crevasse-squeeze ridges emerging at
surface.
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Appendix B: The Imagery 
!
1: Breiδamerkurjökull, Southern Iceland. 
Landmaelingar Islands Aerial Photograph!!
Scale:    1 kilometre 
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Breidamerkurjökull: Some Labelled Features 
!

TEMPERATE, WET-BASED GLACIER !
 

!
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2: Finsterwalderbreen, Svalbard 
Norwegian Polar Institute Aerial Photograph!!
Scale:    1 kilometre 
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Finsterwalderbreen: Some labelled Features: 
!

SURGE TYPE GLACIER (also polythermal)!
!
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3: Midre Lovenbreen, Svalbard: 
Norwegian Polar Institute Aerial Photograph!!
Scale:    1 kilometre 
!

!!
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Midre Lovenbreen: Some Labelled Features; 
!

POLYTHERMAL GLACIER  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M’Clintock Channel, Arctic Canada  
(image courtesy of Chris Stokes, Durham University) 
NASA Landsat TM (Band 5) image !
Scale:    10 kilometres 
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The main flow-sets visible in the M’Clintock Channel Landsat Image (image courtesy of Chris 
Stokes, Durham University) !!!!!!
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!

Morphometric Data from the M’Clintock Channel, showing that Flowset 2 has a very different 
population of bedform morphometry than sets 1 and 3, demonstrating in this case fast ice 
flow under unstable, ice-stream conditions. Data from Chris Stokes, Durham University. !!!!!
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!!
An Example of Glacier Reconstruction in Snowdonia, 
North Wales.!

1. Introduction 
In this worked example, you will see how landform evidence from a site in Snowdonia, North 
Wales, can be used to reconstruct the dynamics of a glacier that formerly occupied the site 
during a short period of climate cooling known as the Younger Dryas (see Figure 1). This 
provides a useful context in which to examine glacier systems and the way in which 
geomorphological evidence can be used to derive quantified climatic and glaciological data. 
This process could be repeated at any location of former mountain glaciation, and the key 
concepts and calculations should be suited for GCSE or A level contexts. !

"  !
Figure 1: Location and context of Ffynnon Llugwy (© Google Maps). The site is approximately 5 km northwest 
of Capel Curig, and is a southward facing cirque on the flanks of the Carneddau Mountains in northern 
Snowdonia.  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!
2. Reconstructing the shape and form of a former glacier 
A simple geomorphological map and photograph of Ffynnon Llugwy are presented in Figure 
2. The map and photograph show the variety of landforms that are present within the site, 
and provide ample evidence for glacier reconstruction and palaeoclimatic interpretation of the 
site. !

"  !
Figure 2: Geomorphological Map and annotated photograph of Ffynnon Llugwy. The star on the 
geomorphological map identifies the location of the photographer. Shaded areas are moraines (lateral, terminal 
and recessional), while the dashed lines are boulder ridges. The outermost boulder ridge marks the maximum 
extent of Younger Dryas glaciation.!!
2.1 Glacier Outline:  
The lower portions of the glacier are clearly visible on aerial photographs and in the field as 
the various terminal moraines. The usual assumption is that the crest of any moraine 
represents the true extent of the lower parts of the glacier. As such, tracing the geometry of 
the outermost moraine ridges or associated ice-marginal features should describe a plausible 
glacier tongue. However, the upper regions of any palaeoglacier are difficult to reconstruct. 
On large glaciers, there may be periglacial trimlines that can provide a good indication of the 
upper limits of glaciation, but within many regions, such features are not preserved, and we 
need to estimate where the glacier would have been. It is suggested that 30 metres depth 
would be needed to allow newly fallen snow to transform to true glacier ice. On this basis, we 
suggest that a line drawn approximately 30 metres beneath the lip of the confining cirque 
scarp provides an adequate estimation for the probable location of the upper limit of the 
glacier at its backwall. Then, use of artistic license is needed to join this upper limit of the 
former glacier to the lower limits identified previously. !
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Figure 3 shows the outline and suggested surface contours for the Younger Dryas 
palaeoglacier at Ffynnon Llugwy. !!

"  
Figure 3: Three-dimensional reconstruction of the form of the Ffynnon Llugwy palaeoglacier. The black line is 
the approximate centre flow-line of the glacier. !
2.2 Ice surface contours: 
Having created the glacier outline, it is now possible to reconstruct the ice surface contours 
of the former glacier within Ffynnon Llugwy (Figure 3). Modern glaciers tend to possess a 
distinct pattern of ice-surface contours (Figure 4). At the median altitude of the glacier, the ice 
surface contours tend to be almost straight, whilst increasing in curvature towards the glacier 
snout and headwall respectively. !
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"  
Figure 4: Typical ice surface contours on a modern glacier. !
As a consequence, we now have a 3D reconstruction of our former glacier. In sites such as 
Ffynnon Llugwy where a lake occupies part of the cirque basin, we have to assume a depth 
of our lake, but essentially we now have a full representation of our glacier. From this we can 
start inferring some key glaciological properties. 

3. Equilibrium Line Altitude (ELA) 
The ELA is critical in examining glacier dynamics: if a glacier is to remain in equilibrium, the 
net losses of ice from below the ELA must be compensated by transport of a similar net gain 
in ice from above the ELA. The ELAs of contemporary glaciers are strongly associated with 
regional temperature and precipitation, and therefore provide a sensitive link between glaciers 
and climate. As a result, it is important to try and estimate where the former ELA was. 
Although there are many different ways of doing this, we will be considering one of the most 
straightforwards methods known as the Maximum elevation of lateral moraines (MELM).  !
Moraines are only deposited in the ablation zone of a glacier, as a result of the differing 
surface form promoting the rolling of material from the glacier surface to the edges of the 
glacier. Therefore, if the maximum altitude of a morainic feature such as a lateral moraine is 
known, this provides a useful indication of the location of the ELA, which of course, marks the 
top of the ablation zone. If we look at Figure 2, the altitude of the highest moraine at Ffynnon 
Llugwy is at approximately 650m, suggesting that our ELA was at this elevation. !
4. Palaeoclimatic inferences from palaeoglaciers 
Once reconstructed, the ELA can be used to examine some of the key climatic conditions 
that would have been required to sustain the reconstructed glacier. This is based on the close 
connection that has been established between temperature and total annual accumulation 
plus rainfall at the ELA on modern glaciers, shown in Figure 5. This graphs shows a fairly 
obvious, but critical relationship that states that if the temperature is warmer, proportionally 
more precipitation (winter snowfall and summer rain) is required to sustain a glacier. !
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"  
Figure 5: Curve relating accumulation at the ELA with temperature at the ELA. For glacier reconstruction, the 
central (solid) line should be used. !
This relationship can be more precisely defined by the equation; !

Pa =645+296T3 +9T32 
Where: 
	 Pa = 	 Total accumulation (winter + summer balance) at the ELA (mm we) 
	 T3 = 	 The 3-month mean summer (June–August in °C for the Northern Hemisphere) 
	 	 	 temperature at the ELA. !
This relationship can be exploited to use palaeo-temperature to estimate palaeo-precipitation 
based on climate proxies such as fossil coleoptera (beetles) and chironomidae (midges) 
recovered from lake sediments or bogs. Samples taken from dated sediment sequences that 
correspond in age to the development of the reconstructed glaciers provide robust quantified 
temperature records.  Assuming a generic environmental lapse rate of 0.006 to 0.007ºC m-1, 
temperatures can be calculated at the ELAs of individual glaciers from these independent 
temperature proxies. Many biological indicators of former climates are available, including 
pollen, plant macrofossils (leaves, fruits etc..), which can be used to infer the environment and 
even temperature at the time the materials were incorporated into accumulating sequences 
of sediments. For the British Isles, there are dated fossil coleoptera or chironomid-based 
temperature estimations from a number of sites close (<50 km) to key areas of Younger Dryas 
mountain glaciation that provide the necessary data to drive this modelling approach, and 
there are an increasing number of sites elsewhere in the UK where such data are available. 
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!
Studies of a kettle hole infill at Glanlynnau (in the south of Snowdonia) where sediments 
accumulated right though the Younger Dryas, within which fossil Coleoptera have been 
identified the sea-level mean-summer temperature (T3) in Snowdonia during the Younger 
Dryas based on Coleoptera was 9.5°C. Assuming a lapse rate of 0.0065° m-1, it is possible 
to derive a mean summer temperature at the ELA of the Ffynnon Llugwy palaeoglacier. This 
lapse rate suggests a T3 temperature of ~5°C at the ELA. By referring to Figure 5, this would 
infer that around 2500 mm of annual precipitation was required to sustain this glacier. This 
suggests that during the Younger Dryas period, not only was Snowdonia significantly (around 
9°C) colder than today, but that it was also slightly wetter than today (current annual rainfall is 
around 2200 mm). !
What is critical here is that you have derived a quantified indication of atmospheric 
precipitation from your reconstructed glacier. This is currently the ONLY way in which such 
data can be derived, and even with all the assumptions and limitations to the data that you 
have hopefully identified, this data is of massive value to climate modellers trying to test and 
evaluate the precipitation components of numerical models for model evaluation and 
prediction. 

4. Glacier Flow Characteristics 
!
With our reconstructed glacier, it is also possible to estimate the way in which our 
palaeoglacier was flowing. The total flow rate of a glacier in any given balance year is a 
combination of internal deformation of ice, and basal motion (subglacial deformation and 
basal slip). This is driven by gravity acting on the glacier itself, generating a driving stress. If 
you consider the wedge concept of glacier mass-balance, each year the accumulation area 
will thicken, whilst the ablation area will thin. This results in an imbalance in the glacier, which 
will steepen as a result. Gravity will act on this imbalance, causing the glacier to flow by 
gravity. Ice is a well known material, so it is possible to calculate the driving stress acting on 
the glacier  !

τb =(ρgH sinα)/100000	 	 	    !
where:  
	 τb = 	 Basal shear stress (Bars), 1 Bar = normal atmospheric pressure 
	 ρ  = 	 Density of ice (910 kg m3),  
	 g  = 	 Acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m s-1),  
	 H  = 	 Ice thickness (m),  
	 α = 	 Ice surface slope (in degrees) at the ELA.  !
At Ffynnon Llugwy, the ice is approximately 140m thick at the ELA, with a glacier surface 
slope of 9° (therefore the sine of 9° is ~0.156). As such, our driving stress can be calculated 
to be !
	 	 	 (910 x 9.81 x 140 x 0.156)/100,000 !
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 = 1.95 bars 
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!
The calculated value for τb may then be used within an adapted flow law equation for glacier 
ice (taking into account the effect of ice crystal anisotropy and impurities in the ice) to derive 
maximum surface velocity of ice deformation: !

  Vc = (2AτbnHF) / (n+1)	 	 	  !
where  
	 Vc  = 	  ice centre-line deformation (m a-1),  
	 F   = 	 a shape factor (0.8) to account for frictional drag at the valley side 
	 A  =	 temperature-dependent constant of flow law (typically 0.167) and  
	 n  =	 Exponential constant of flow law (typically 3) !
 Therefore, at Ffynnon Llugwy our glacier flow by ice deformation is !
	 	 	 (2 x 0.167 x 1.953 x 140 x 0.8)/4 !
	 	 	 	 	 	 =  69.3 m a-1 !
We know from modern glaciers that in temperate glaciers (which, given the suggested 
temperature at the ELA of Ffynnon Llugwy would suggest the glacier was) basal motion 
usually comprises a significant proportion of total glacier velocity. This can be anywhere from 
10-90% of total flow, so in this example we will assume that basal motion was about 40% of 
total glacier flow. With ice deformation of 69.3 m a-1, this indicates total glacier flow of Fynnon 
Llugwy of around 115 m a-1. !
Having completed each of these tasks, you have now been able to derive a highly detailed 
reconstruction of a former glacier, and have undertaken a very simple form of glacier-climate 
modelling.  We have made many assumptions based on comparison with modern glaciers, 
but the basic principles followed are pretty robust. That wasn’t so difficult, was it? !!
Simon Carr: 20th May 2014. !!!!!!!
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